The choice of ring tunnel construction and shielding, soil setting due to the overhead load and the arrangement of the machine in the tunnel are discussed, including special aspects such as bus bars and piping, ventilation and alignment. The main features of the experimental halls are given and the accomodation of special experimental requirements, e.g. pits and heavy foundations. Construction of the buildings started in January 1976 and has been completed to more than 95 % within 15 months, according to schedule. (Fig.2) .
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The installation layout is similar in the enlarged tunnel parts around the straight sections.
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In the rf straights N and S the tunnel is, in addition, filled with rf cavities and with a waveguide rf power distribution system that is mounted under the ceiling. Coming from the separate rf power buildings at the inner side of the ring, the waveguides reach the ring tunnel via staircases (S) and access tunnels (N). The rf power buildings also house the water cooling system for magnet and absorbers and the power supplies for the getter pumps. 
